We study the harvesting of quantum and classical correlations from a hot scalar field in a periodic cavity by a pair of spatially separated oscillator-detectors. Specifically, we utilize non-perturbative and exact (non-numerical) techniques to solve for the evolution of the detectors-field system and then we examine how the entanglement, Gaussian quantum discord, and mutual information obtained by the detectors change with the temperature of the field. While (as expected) the harvested entanglement rapidly decays to zero as temperature is increased, we find remarFkably that both the mutual information and the discord can actually be increased by multiple orders of magnitude via increasing the temperature. We go on to explain this phenomenon by a variety of means, and are able to make accurate predictions of the behavior of thermal amplification. By doing this we also introduce a new perspective on harvesting in general and illustrate that the system can be represented as two dynamically decoupled systems, each with only a single detector. The thermal amplification of discord harvesting represents an exciting prospect for discord-based quantum computation, including its use in entanglement activation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement, a form of quantum correlation without classical analogue, has long been understood to be a key resource in many of the procedures developed in quantum computation and information [1] . While the mutual information generically quantifies the total amount of correlation between subsystems that can potentially be useful for computational tasks, entanglement has proven to have the purely quantum nature that gives an advantage over classical computation.
In recent years there has been an explosion of interest in the so called quantum discord [2, 3] , as well as similar measures [4] , that purport to quantify quantum correlations that entanglement generally overlooks. That is, a separable (non-entangled) state may still possess quantum correlations in the sense that its joint-measurement statistics cannot be described by classical probability theory. In addition to being of theoretical interest [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , discord has also received considerable attention regarding its potential as a quantum computational resource [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . While the full utility of discord is still far from certain, and many of the protocols discovered have been criticised as being either highly construed and not very useful or in reality utilizing entanglement in an unobvious way, there are inarguably several examples of discord being a genuinely useful quantum resource. A prime example of this is the realization in [15, 16] , and the recent experimental demonstration in [17] , that quantum discord quantifies the amount of distillable entanglement generated between a system and a measurement apparatus upon performing a local measurement. Here, we will consider a measure called the Gaussian discord [18, 19] , which is specifically suited to Gaussian continuous-variable systems; more information about this specific measure will be provided in later sections. * e9brown@uwaterloo.ca
In another sector of literature there has been an increasing interest in what some now dub entanglement harvesting, or extraction, from a quantum field [20] [21] [22] [23] . This scenario involves two spatially separated model detectors made to locally interact with a quantum field (typically a massless scalar field in the vacuum state) and the result is that these detectors may become entangled through this process. This is even true for causally disconnected detectors (their interaction time is shorter than the light-travel time between them) and this is explained by the fact that a vacuum field is already spatially entangled [24, 25] , and the detectors are simply harvesting some of the entanglement already present. While an interesting theoretical discovery, there has been little hope that this phenomenon may be used as a practical tool for generating entanglement over large distances because the amount of entanglement obtained is typically minuscule. That said, there has very recently been a proposal for a reusable and sustainable entanglement "farming" procedure that may be able to overcome this limitation [26] .
In addition to entanglement, we study in this paper both the mutual information and the quantum discord locally harvested from a field. Excepting [27] , such studies have not previously been undertaken in the literature. Here, we furthermore generalize the state of our field to consider both the vacuum as well as thermal states of varying temperature, and obtain rather exciting results (see below). To perform this study we utilize a continuous variable approach introduced in [28] , and similar to the tools used in [29, 30] , in which the detectors placed in the field are modeled as harmonic oscillators. By doing this we are able to easily solve for the evolution of the detectors-field system both non-perturbatively and, in the case at hand, exactly (non-numerically). This represents a considerable advantage over the qubit-based detector model most widely used in the literature, in which perturbation theory is required. To utilize the oscillatordetector approach we will consider a massless scalar field that is enclosed in a periodic cavity. While limiting our-selves to a cavity field may feel restrictive, the fact is that an experimental demonstration or computational utilization of this phenomenon is likely to take place in a cavity setting [31, 32] , and thus understanding how it works in a cavity is of importance.
To be clear, the ability to locally extract discord does not follow from the same physics that allows the wellknown creation of discord through local channels [33] . Such creation generally comes at the cost of reduced mutual information, and discord cannot be locally created from a product state. In the correlation harvesting scenario we consider two detectors that are initially uncorrelated, and both their discord and mutual information are increased from zero due to their local interactions with the field.
Studying the effects of thermal fluctuations on our ability to harvest correlations is clearly an important part of understanding how to actually perform such a procedure in a laboratory setting, since at least some level of noise will always be present in realistic setups. Generally, it is understood that noise experienced by one's system has a detrimental effect on the correlations present in that system due to the decoherence that such noise typically induces. One should similarly expect that thermality in a field will reduce the ability of detectors to harvest correlations from the field; the increased thermal fluctuations will cause the detectors to become more mixed and furthermore it is known that the spatial entanglement present in a field reduces with temperature [34, 35] . However, there have also been several studies demonstrating that discord is typically more robust than entanglement against the detrimental effects of noise [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , and we might therefore hope that in a harvesting scenario discord will hold out better.
Our findings are in fact much better than this hope would warrant. While we find that, as expected, the harvested entanglement decays rapidly to zero as field temperature is increased, we simultaneously find that both the mutual information and the Gaussian quantum discord between the detectors actually increase with field temperature. This increase is in fact quite drastic, with an improvement of multiple orders of magnitude being achievable. This increased extraction of both classical and quantum correlations is what we will refer to as "thermal amplification".
After presenting our results, we go on to discuss multiple ways in which this surprising result can be explained and understood. Of particular importance is a detailed analysis that takes advantage of the translational invariance of the periodically-identified field. We illustrate that our system can be decomposed into two dynamically decoupled systems, each with only a single detector, and for which the evolution behavior is easily understood. By this we are able to explain both the thermal amplification of mutual information and discord, as well as the decay of entanglement, in terms of the correlating properties of passive Gaussian transformations. Using this, we find that we can also make accurate predictions for the strength of thermal amplification as a function of the system parameters. The new perspective on correlationharvesting that we introduce in this explanation is something that we feel is interesting and worthy of study in its own right.
The thermal amplification of discord is especially surprising, as discord is purported to measure purely quantum correlations. This finding introduces the exciting possibility of using a cavity field to non-locally generate what is an appreciable amount of discord, which can then be used in discord-based quantum computing. This is especially so since, apparently, experimentalists need not be concerned with keeping their cavity very cold. For example, as was mentioned above, the discord and related measures quantify the amount of distillable entanglement that can be activated by local interaction with an ancilla system [15] [16] [17] . Thus it seems that while thermal fluctuations are indeed detrimental to entanglement directly, they may indirectly be of great benefit to its generation. We let ourselves ponder the possibility that this type of thermal amplification will lead to the development of what may be called "noise-assisted quantum computation".
After the initial preprint of this manuscript we became aware that similar results to ours have been observed in [41] . This paper, however, considers a different scenario (in their case the oscillator detectors are directly coupled), uses very different techniques, and contains very different interpretations from what we present here. Furthermore, in addition to presenting some interesting and counterintuitive results, it is our goal here to explain the phenomenon of thermal amplification from several independent points of view. In this way, we hope to aid in the possibility of utilizing this effect in experiment and in practical application.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II we describe the system of detectors and a cavity field that we will consider, and we overview the continuous-variable techniques introduced in [28] that are used to solve for the evolution of this system. We also describe how to compute the three correlation measures that we will be analyzing (the logarithmic negativity as a measure of entanglement, the mutual information, and the Gaussian quantum discord) between the two detectors. In Sect. III we will present our primary results and in Sect. IV we will discuss and explain the results via several perspectives. We finish with concluding remarks in Sect. V. We also include an appendix, A, that goes into detail on using the material introduced in Sect. IV to make accurate predictions on the parameter-dependence of thermal amplification.
Throughout this paper we will maintain unitless quantities, with c = = k B = 1, and with all entropic quantities measured in bits (i.e. log ≡ log 2 ).
II. THE MODEL, EVOLUTION, AND CORRELATION
Here we describe the scenario under consideration, overview the continuous variable technique that we will use to solve for the system evolution, as well as define the correlation measures that we consider. For a more complete explanation of these techniques the reader is referred to [28] . We will be heavily utilizing the formalism of Gaussian quantum mechanics; the unfamiliar reader can refer to one of many resources available in the literature (for example [42] ) explaining this formalism. Unless otherwise cited, everything presented here is fully explained in one of these two papers.
Our scenario consists of a massless scalar field in a onedimensional periodic waveguide of length L (we will also refer to this as the cavity). The field modes are solutions to the wave equation with periodic boundary conditions and normalized with respect to the Klein-Gordon inner product [43] . In practice we will need to also apply a UV cutoff to the field so that the number of field modes is finite. We have been sure to include enough field modes such that adding additional modes does not noticeably change the results.
We will let the field include N right-moving modes and N left-moving modes. We will find it most convenient to work in the Schrödinger picture, in which case our cavity field takes the simple form
where the wave-numbers are k n = 2πn/L. Hereâ † n and a n are the creation and annihilation operators of the field modes. It should also be noted that, as is commonplace in the literature, we exclude the zero-mode in Eq. (1); subsequent sums over field modes will be understood to also have this exclusion.
We consider what happens when we let a pair of harmonic oscillators (i.e. the detectors) locally interact with this field. We let the detectors each have characteristic frequencies of Ω, and we place them in the cavity at positions x 1 and x 2 where they are left to remain stationary. We let the detectors start in their ground states, although we could just as easy consider other states. For the initial state of the field, we shall consider both the vacuum state and more generally thermal states of various temperatures.
By modeling the detectors as oscillators we are putting them on mathematically equivalent grounds to the field modes. Specifically, both detectors and modes are described as continuous-variable bosonic degrees of freedom. We label the quadrature operators of these modes by (q i ,p i ), where i runs over all detectors and field modes, and they satisfy the standard canonical commutation relations: [q i ,p j ] = i δ ij . We package these operators in a phase-space vector of the form
where the first 4 entries correspond to the detectors and the remaining 4N entries to the field modes. These operators are related to their corresponding annihilation and creation operators bŷ
This relation holds for both the detectors and the field modes.
Given such a continuous-variable ensemble, we will consider the state of our detector-field system to be a Gaussian states [42] . Specifically, as explained in [28] , we only need to consider zero-mean Gaussian states. Such a state is fully described by the covariance matrix σ, the entries of which are given by
As we will see, describing continuous-variable physics in a finite dimensional phase-space rather than an infinite dimensional Hilbert space is what allow us to solve the evolution of the system non-perturbatively. In order to preserve the Gaussianity of the system, however, the evolution must be generated by a no more than quadratic Hamiltonian [44] . We must therefore choose such a detector-field interaction Hamiltonian. Fortunately, many of the interactions of interest in physics are of this form. Here, we will choose to use the monopolemonopole type coupling that has been so widely utilized in Unruh-DeWitt detector models [45] . The corresponding interaction Hamiltonian (again, in the Schrödinger picture) between the field and two stationary detectors at positions x 1 and x 2 iŝ (5) whereâ d1 andâ d2 are the annihilation operators of the detectors and the numbers λ 1 and λ 2 are the coupling strengths, which will here be considered to be equal, λ 1 = λ 2 = λ. Note that the case in which detectors are not stationary is easily represented; one simply replaces x 1,2 with the detector positions as a function of time [28] .
Working in the Schrödinger picture means we must consider the total Hamiltonian when generating evolution, including both the free and interacting parts: H =Ĥ free +Ĥ int . The free Hamiltonian contains parts coming from both the detectors and from the field:
where Ω is the frequency of the detectors and ω n = |k n | since the field is massless. Note that we have ignored any constant additions to the Hamiltonian, since these will not have any impact on the evolution. The unitary evolution generated by a quadratic Hamiltonian can be represented in phase-space by a symplectic transformation. In terms of the covariance matrix, which fully describes the state of our system, such a transformation as a function of time takes the form
where σ 0 represents the initial state and S(t) is a symplectic matrix. Such a matrix is defined by the condition
where Ω is the symplectic form, defined as
where i runs through all degrees of freedom (both detectors and field modes). The goal is now to find what symplectic evolution S(t) is generated by a given quadratic HamiltonianĤ. The procedure for doing this is described in [28] , and here we reiterate the result. Any (in general time-dependent) quadratic Hamiltonian can be represented as a Hermitian matrix F(t) on phase-space such that
From this, the symplectic evolution S(t) generated bŷ H(t) solves a Schrödinger-type equations of the form
where F sym = F + F T and Ω is the 2N + 2 mode symplectic form.
When the two detectors are stationary inside the cavity, as we consider here, then the total Hamiltonian is time independent. In this case the solution to Eq. (11) is trivially given by 
where 0 n is the n × n matrix of zeros, and
. . .
Upon obtaining the symplectic evolution matrix, the state of the system as a function of time from initial state σ 0 is described by σ(t) = S(t)σ 0 S(t)
T . It is important to stress that the computation of S(t) in no way depends on the initial state. This is therefore very convenient when applied to studies of different initial states, such as in this paper, because the dependence on the initial state can be studied without recomputing the evolution.
Here we are going to consider the detectors and the field to be initially uncorrelated, although this is not necessary for the formalism. Further, we will initialize the detectors in their ground states and initialize the field in a thermal Gibbs state of temperature T . This includes the T = 0 limit, which is the vacuum state. Note that by vacuum and thermal we are referring to such states as defined with respect to the free Hamiltonian, Eq. (6). The covariance matrix of the ground/vacuum state of system of oscillators/modes is simply given by the identity matrix. Specifically, for the pair of detectors and the field:
More generally, a thermal state of the field is given by the covariance matrix
where
are the symplectic eigenvalues of a thermal state (see [42] , for example, for an explanation of symplectic eigenvalues). This means that the initial state we use is of the form
After evolution, the state of our system will take the generic form
where σ (d) and σ (f ) are the 4×4 and 4N ×4N covariance matrices describing the reduced states of the detectors and the field, respectively. The matrix γ stores the information regarding correlations between the detectors and the field. By examining the state of the detectors, σ
we can compute correlation measures between the detectors such as the logarithmic negativity [46] , the mutual information, and the Gaussian quantum discord [18, 19] . The reader is referred to these papers for a full description of these measures in Gaussian states, as we will only very briefly introduce them here.
To begin, the von Neumann entropy of a general Gaussian state with symplectic eigenvalues {ν i } is given by
Since we wish to study the correlations extracted by the two detectors, we are interested in the correlations contained in a two-mode Gaussian state. The covariance matrix of the detector-detector state that we obtain upon evolution will be of the generic form
where the 2 × 2 covariance matrices σ 1 and σ 2 describe the reduced states of detectors-1 and 2. The matrix γ 12 contains information about the correlations between the two detectors. For example, the detectors will be uncorrelated (i.e. in a product state) iff all entries of γ 12 are zero.
The mutual information between the detectors, which quantifies the total correlation, then follows the usual form:
is a pure state (meaning that its symplectic eigenvalues are ν 1 = ν 2 = 1) then the entanglement between detectors is fully characterized by the reduced entropy S(σ 1 ) = S(σ 2 ). This will not be the case in our scenario however, and we will therefore use instead the logarithmic negativity as our entanglement measure [46] . Let us define the quantities α = det σ 1 , β = det σ 2 , γ = det γ 12 , and δ = det σ (d) . The logarithmic negativity between the detectors is then given by
whereν − is the smaller of the state's partially transposed symplectic eigenvalues (these are not generally the same as the ordinary values). This can be computed from
In the case of two-mode Gaussian states the logarithmic negativity vanishes iff
Lastly, we will consider the Gaussian quantum discord D of a two-mode Gaussian state [18, 19] . Quantum discord is a measure of the purely quantum part of correlations obtained by subtracting off the classical correlations from the mutual information [2, 3] . The discord between two subsystems is zero iff the correlation structure can be described by a classical probability distribution. When computing discord, one is required to perform an optimization over local measurements. This generally makes such a computation very difficult for high-dimensional systems. When working with Gaussian states, the best that has been achieved in this regard is to optimize over the restricted set of Gaussian measurements (namely, measurements that preserve Gaussianity). This gives the quantity known as Gaussian discord, and it permits an analytic solution in the case of two-mode Gaussian states that is given by [18] 
where ν 1 and ν 2 are the symplectic eigenvalues of σ
otherwise. This is the case in which the optimized measurement has been considered on system-2. In general, the discord is not symmetric with respect to this choice: D(1 : 2) = D(2 : 1). However, in our our scenario we will find that the two detectors are symmetric under exchange, and thus here we will have D ≡ D(1 : 2) = D(2 : 1). It should be noted that although there is circumstantial evidence that Gaussian measurements are actually optimal for Gaussian states [47] , there is as of yet no proof of this, and so it is possible that the Gaussian discord may slightly overestimate the true value of discord in general.
III. RESULTS
We can now present the primary results of this paper, which were obtained using the formalism above. We consider what occurs when two detectors, initially in their ground states, are injected into a cavity field that is either in its vaccum state or in a thermal state. We then track the evolution of correlation measures between the detectors, including logarithmic negativity E N , Eq. (24), mutual information I, Eq. (23), and Gaussian quantum discord D, Eq. (26). The results obtained for logarithmic negativity follow exactly as would be intuitively expected, and thus it will not be our primary focus here. Rather it is the mutual information and discord that display unexpected behavior and will take up the majority of this paper. In this section we will merely present our results, and in the following section we will go on to give several explanations for them and discuss.
In short, our primary result is as follows: thermality of the field can be used to increase the amount of nonentanglement correlation that is extracted from the field by the detectors. That is, both the mutual information and the quantum discord that are extracted increase as a function of field temperature T . On the other hand, the harvested entanglement rapidly vanishes as T is increased, agreeing with intuition.
In the following, we use r = |x 1 − x 2 | to indicate the distance between the detectors. The results of our calculations are independent of the absolute positions x 1 and x 2 , rather only on their difference r, because a periodically identified vacuum or thermal field is translationally invariant.
In all data presented here we use the following parameter values: the length of the cavity is L = 100, the coupling strength for both detectors is λ = 0.05, the detector frequencies are both Ω = 40π/L ≈ 1.26 (meaning that they are resonant with the 20 th field modes, both right and left-moving), and the number of right and leftmoving field modes is N = 80 (this number was chosen such that further increasing N does not perceivably alter the results).
Although entanglement will not be our primary focus here, since its behavior follows as expected, for completeness we will include some data regarding its extraction 24), as a function of the distance r between them and the time t of evolution in the case that the field is initiated in its vacuum state.
in our scenario. This will also be used as a comparison with the other measures discussed below. We begin by presenting some data for the case that the field starts in the vacuum. In Fig. 1 we plot the logarithmic negativity between the detectors, Eq. (24), as a function of the distance r between them and the time t of evolution in the case that the field is initiated in its vacuum state. If we compute the same information when the field is instead started in a thermal state, we find that the magnitude of this plot rapidly decays with temperature. This behavior is as expected, and follows one's intuition regarding thermal fluctuations as being a source of decohering noise. As an example, we plot in Fig. (2) the logarithmic negativity as a function of time for several different field temperatures. At a distance of r = 3, we find that any extractable entanglement is completely extinguished by the time the temperature reaches the small value of T = 0.2.
Moving on, we plot in Fig. III the mutual information between the detectors, Eq. (23), in the same scenario (i.e. with the field initiated in its vacuum state). This clearly displays very different behavior as compared to the logarithmic negativity. We don't bother displaying the Gaussian discord here, Eq. (26), because in this case the discord is only very slightly less than the mutual information (see Fig. 4 ) and thus follows the same behavior. This on its own is an interesting finding: the harvested mutual information consists almost entirely of quantum correlations (at least as quantified by the Gaussian discord). We will see that when considering a thermal field of high temperature this is no longer the case.
Another obvious point to make is that, unlike entan- (23), as a function of the distance r between them and the time t of evolution in the case that the field is initiated in its vacuum state.
glement, the detectors begin to gain some mutual information (as well as discord) immediately after the interaction is turned on (see Fig. 4 ), and this statement is independent of the distance r between them. Indeed the amount of correlation becomes appreciable far before the light crossing time t = r between the detectors, the time at which they come into causal contact. Such immediate generation of correlations was also seen in [27] using a perturbative framework and in the context of the Fermi problem (i.e. when one of the detectors starts in an excited state). It is not overly surprising to find these results. Physically, the field at spatially separated positions is known to be correlated, and so the response of detectors at these positions should be expected to be correlated. While entanglement is clearly a different story, there is no reason to suspect that more general correlations should not begin accumulating immediately after initializing the interaction. Mathematically, it is straightforward to show for small t, by expanding Eq. (12) in powers of t, that the off-diagonal block γ 12 of the detector-detector covariance matrix generically grows as order t 2 . This implies that the detectors must necessarily have non-zero correlation for any finite time.
We remind the reader that the local harvesting of discord that we observe is not the same as the known ability to create discord through local operations [33] . Local operations cannot increase the mutual information, and often an increase in discord through local operations comes at the cost of an overall reduction in mutual information. Local operations cannot introduce discord into a product state. Here we are clearly seeing a different phenomenon, since both the discord and the mutual information are increasing from zero.
We now go on to present our primary results. Plotted in Fig. 4 is the mutual information and Gaussian discord between the detectors as a function of time, where the detectors have been placed at a distance r = 4 away from each other. We display three plots: the first for the case that the field is initialized in its vacuum state (i.e. at temperature T = 0), the second for the case that the field is initialized in a thermal state at temperature T = 1, and the third for a temperature of T = 10. What we observe is that as the field temperature is increased both the obtained mutual information and discord are increased as well, and by orders of magnitude at that. Note that all plots in Fig. 4 were made using the same symplectic evolution matrix S(t) (i.e. it only needed to be solved for once); for each of the three different plots the same S(t) was simply applied to a different initial covariance matrix.
To examine the limits of this behavior, we plot in Fig. 5 the mutual information and discord as a function of field temperature T up to very high temperatures, where the detectors were placed at a distance r = 4 away from each other and left to evolve for a time t = 2. We can see that, although slowing down, the mutual information continues to increase even at a temperature of T = 60. The discord, on the other hand, reaches its maximum at approximately T = 6 before slowly decaying. Even though the amplification of discord (a measure of quantum correlations) does eventually cease, this field temperature is relatively very high and well into what one would call a purely classical regime. Nevertheless, it is reassuring to see that thermal decoherence does eventually start to hinder the harvested discord.
How do our results change with other parameters of the system, such as the coupling strength and distance? Also, what is the behavior in the long-time limit? In terms of the coupling strength λ the harvesting changes as expected: increasing λ generically increases the amount of harvested correlations as given by each of our measures. Unfortunately we cannot consider indefinitely large λ in our model because the UV modes will become significant in the evolution and one would need to work without a UV cutoff. In the long time limit the mutual information and discord of the detectors do not approach zero, as may have been expected. Rather they continue to oscillate with a characteristic period of 2π/Ω = 5, and with their mean values generically maintained near the values seen in Figs. 4 and 5 for a given temperature. Regarding the dependence on distance r, we defer the discussion of this to Sect. IV A and the Appendix A, but the short story is that the mutual information and discord follow the same qualitative behavior with time as well as with temperature (i.e. thermal amplification still occurs) for different distances.
There are several further points to make on these results. We see that as temperature increases the difference between the mutual information and the discord grows greater. In the vacuum case, as we noted above, I and D are nearly equivalent. This implies that the correlations obtained by the detectors are mostly of a quantum nature, with little contribution coming from classical correlations. As the field temperature increases, however, we find that classical correlations begin to take on the dominant role. Nevertheless, for temperatures up to about T = 6 the harvested discord does increase by almost two orders of magnitude from the vacuum case. This is very surprising considering how quickly any extractable entanglement vanishes with increasing temperature. It is known that discord tends to be more robust to decoherence than entanglement [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , but what we have found in this scenario is instead a complete reversal of behavior between the two measures.
This result can be looked at in one of two ways: either one takes this to mean that the Gaussian quantum discord is clearly not an appropriate measure of purely quantum correlations, or we count this as an excellent indication of how quantum computing may still be performed in noisy environments (as the case appears to be, even being enhanced in certain ways). Being optimistic, we will adhere to the latter. Recall that, as discussed in the introduction, it is known that discord can be used to locally activate distillable entanglement between the discordant system and an ancilla [15] [16] [17] . Our results therefore indicate that while thermal fluctuations are indeed detrimental to entanglement directly, it may be that they can actually greatly improve its rate of production in an indirect manner.
Before continuing to our discussion, we should briefly relate our scenario and results with that of [41] , which we became aware of after our initial preprint. The authors of that paper used a master equation approach and also discovered that the discord between detectors can increase with the temperature of a common environment. However, there is a key difference between their scenario and ours. That is, in [41] they considered their detectors to be directly coupled to each other in addition to being coupled to a common bath. This is unlike in our scenario, where each detector is only interacting locally with the field. In particular, their study can not be considered an example of harvesting. Interestingly, in their case they discovered that the discord increased monotonically with temperature, asymptoting to a finite value. This is unlike our finding, as in Fig. 5 , in which the discord eventually starts to decrease for high enough temperatures. This difference may exactly be due to the additional direct coupling considered in the other paper.
IV. EXPLANATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section we wish to give some further physical and mathematical insight into the surprising results presented above. We do this by first giving a brief discussion of the spatial correlation function of the field and point out that its form is in fact completely consistent with the result of thermal amplification of extracted correlations. We also give some speculation on how our results may also be understood in terms of system-environment entanglement. We then go on to give a large discussion on how this behavior can be understood in terms of the translational invariance of the periodically-identified cavity field. Not only will this allow us to readily predict for what choices of parameters the thermal amplification will be strongest and weakest, it will also reveal an interesting new perspective on the procedure of correlation harvesting in general that we feel is worthy of consideration in its own right. We briefly point out that with this new perspective we can also immediately explain the result of entanglement degradation, as seen in Fig. (2) , via the known entangling properties of passive Gaussian transformations.
A. Correlation function
It is commonly said that thermal states contain no correlations, or at least the amount of correlations present decreases with temperature. This is a rather vague statement, however, and depending on what exactly one means it is demonstrably false. The statement that a thermal state contains no correlations is simply in reference to the different energy modes, which of course are in a product state with respect to each other (as they are also in the vacuum). This does not say anything about spatial correlations however, which are what we are interested in here. While it is certainly true that the entanglement between spatially separated regions decays with temperature [34, 35] , this does not imply that the same is true for correlations in general.
Our detectors are placed at positions x 1 and x 2 in the cavity. These detectors become correlated due to the fact that the field fluctuations (both quantum and classical) at these two points are correlated. That is, the detectors are "measuring" the field at these points. A standard way of determining the degree to which the measurement statistics of two quantum observablesÂ andB on separate Hilbert spaces are correlated given some joint state is to compute the correlation function C(Â,B) ≡ ÂB − Â B , where the expectation value is taken with respect to whatever state the joint system is in. To clarify, in this definition we are using the simplified notationÂB =Â ⊗B,Â =Â ⊗Î andB =Î ⊗B.
If we wish to ask how much the fieldφ is correlated at points x 1 and x 2 , the simplest measure to compute is the correlation function:
. Of course, in both the vacuum and any thermal state the first moment of the field will vanish (i.e. the Wigner function has zero mean). The correlation function thus takes the form of the equaltime Wightman function [43] , which due to the translational invariance of the field will only depend on the distance r = |x 2 − x 1 |:
Note that the condition C(r) = 0 does not necessarily imply the lack of any correlations, however the condition C(r) > 0 does imply the existence of correlations. We now ask the question of how this quantity changes with field temperature. The answer is that it indeed grows with temperature in qualitative agreement with our results. For example it is known that in free space and in three spatial dimensions the equal-time Wightman function of a massless scalar field in a thermal state of temperature T is [48] C free (r) = T 4πr coth(πT r).
This correlation function grows monotonically with T , and indeed linearly so for large T . Of course this is not the correct correlation function in our situation of a cavity field (periodically identified) in one spatial dimension. For us, the correct function is straightforwardly shown to be given by
where the sum is only over positive n and the values ν n are the symplectic eigenvalues of the thermal state as given by Eq. (17) . The magnitude of this function also grows monotonically with temperature, and thus from this perspective it is not at all surprising that the correlations transfered to the detectors (corresponding to the correlated measurement statistics of the field) should grow with temperature. The function in Eq. (29) actually gives excellent predictions for how the harvested correlations that we compute directly behave with the distance between detectors. For example we note that for the cavity length of L = 100 that was used in our results the magnitude of C(r) for high temperatures reaches a minimum (a zero in fact) at a distance of approximately r ≈ 21. This minimum can be directly seen as a minimum in the extracted correlation when plotted as a function r; see the appendix A. For larger r beyond this the harvest increases until hitting a local maximum at L/2 = 50 (as predicted by Eq. (29)). From here any further increase in distance actually corresponds to a decrease in distance, due to the periodicity of the cavity. We note that generally the phenomenon of thermal amplification appears to occur independent of the distance between the detectors, in the sense of a greatly increased discord harvest as compared to the vacuum state value.
B. Relation to system-environment entanglement
Here we wish to give a more physically insightful interpretation of our results by pointing out the possible connection between thermal amplification and the results presented in the papers [7, 8, 51] , regarding the link between discord within a system and the entanglement between that system and its purifying environment.
In [7, 51] it was demonstrated that the discord present in a general bipartite state is deeply related to the entanglement structure in the system's purification. In particular, the discord typically grows with the entanglement between the system and its purifying ancilla, and furthermore the presence of discord requires the presence of both bipartite and genuine tripartite entanglement in the purification. In [8] the authors considered a coupled, pure N -qubit system and then studied a 2-qubit subsystem from this ensemble. They observed that the discord between these two qubits is completely monotonic with the entanglement entropy between them and the other N − 2 qubits; this is to be expected from [7, 51] . The authors of [8] also discovered that there is an inverse relation between the 2-qubit entanglement (using the concurrence) and the 2-qubit discord, and furthermore [52] the former decreases while the latter increases upon increasing the total number of quibts N (i.e. enlarging the environment).
This last result sounds very similar to the findings presented here, and we put forth that both can be understood in terms of the system-environment entanglement. In the system of [8] , we conjecture that the increase of N results in an increased system-environment entanglement which, despite the increased level of decohering noise, was able to boost the discord in the system. Similarly in our situation, increasing the temperature of the field results in detectors that are more mixed and are thus more entangled with the environment 1 . This translates into an increased amount of discord between the detectors.
As a final word on this, we suggest that the evolution of discord in such systems can be understood as a competition between the decohering effect of the environment and the system-environment entanglement that such decoherence also tends to create. As we have seen, oftentimes the latter can win the day. The entanglement within the system, on the other hand, is not bolstered by the system-environment entanglement. Indeed it is will generally be further impaired due to monogamy, and will therefore be far more easily destroyed. 1 In order to use the findings of [7, 51] in our argument we must consider an environment that is initially pure. The field is of course not pure when it is thermal. However, we can always consider the field plus its purifying ancilla, and the entanglement between the detectors and this larger environment is quantified simply by the two-detector entropy These are the same parameters that were used to plot the mutual information and discord in Fig. (4-a) , and we note that the qualitative behavior in that figure is exactly the same as we see here.
C. Translational invariance
In this section we will attempt to give some further mathematical intuition towards the behavior discussed in Sect. III by exploiting the translational invariance of the field. In doing so we will uncover a new and interesting perspective on correlation harvesting that we feel is worthy of consideration in its own right. We will also be able to accurately predict for what choices of parameters the thermal amplification phenomenon is strongest, and for which it is weakest.
First let us note that although we use the translational invariance of the field as a convenient means of explanation, this does not imply that translational invariance is necessary for thermal amplification to occur. Indeed it is not, and we have also observed the same effect using a cavity field with mirror boundary conditions instead of periodic.
To begin our argument, we will make a simple observation. This is that the mutual information harvested by the detectors appears to be extremely monotonic with the difference |ν 1 − ν 2 | of the symplectic eigenvalues of the detector-detector subsystem, given by the covariance matrix σ (d) in Eq. (22) . For example we can plot |ν 1 −ν 2 | as a function of time of evolution and compare with the extracted mutual information. This is plotted in Fig.  (6) , where the field is initiated in the vacuum state and all parameters are equivalent to those used in Fig. (4) . We see that in comparison to the correlation measures plotted in Fig. (4-a) , the qualitative behaviors are identical. For large temperatures the the mutual information continues to evolve monotonically with |ν 1 − ν 2 |, however this becomes no longer true for discord.
Given this knowledge, we should wonder how |ν 1 − ν 2 | changes with field temperature. Clearly if the field is initiated in a high temperature state we should expect the response of the detectors to be more energetic and for them to become more mixed through their evolution. The symplectic eigenvalues of σ (d) should therefore increase with larger temperature. This is indeed what occurs, as can be seen in Fig. (7) where we plot both ν 1 and ν 2 as a function of temperature T . However, we also observe that one increases faster than the other, meaning that their difference also grows with T . This is therefore consistent with the increase of mutual information I with T . Clearly, as can be seen in Fig. (5) , the discord is no longer monotonic for high enough excitation.
The explanation of our results now requires two tasks: first, to explain why the mutual information and (for small temperatures) the discord are monotonic with |ν 1 − ν 2 | and second, to explain why this difference grows with T . We will attempt to perform both of these. We will focus on the latter of these to begin, and later give some insight into the former. Being tasked with explaining the behavior seen in Fig. (7) , we will take this as an excuse to introduce an interesting new perspective on the evolution of our system that results from the translational invariance of the field. By this approach we are also very easily, and in a unique manner, able to explain the decay of entanglement seen in Fig. (2) .
An immediate result of the translational invariance of the field is that both of the detectors will individually feel the exact same response. The detector-detector state is therefore invariant under exchange 1 ↔ 2 of the detectors. This implies both that the reduced states of each detector are equivalent σ 1 = σ 2 (we will therefore refer to both as σ 1 henceforth) and that the off-diagonal correlation matrix is symmetric: γ 12 = γ T 12 . The covariance matrix of the detectors is therefore of the form
This is an example of what is called a symmetric Gaussian state [42] . From this, it is easily seen that there is a simple symplectic transformation that transforms σ
to a product state, void of any correlation. Of course this is true of any Gaussian state, but in general the correct transformation would depend on the details of the state and, in such a scenario as we have here, would depend on time t and on the chosen parameters. Here, the symmetric form of σ (d) means that this is not the case, and there is a transformation that will always do the job irrespective of time or parameters. We will call this symplectic transformationS, and it takes the form
where I 2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. When applied to the detector-detector state we indeed find that this transformation returns a product state:
where the single-mode covariance matrices σ ± are given by
We wish again to emphasize that as long as the detectors start in their ground state then this single transformation will always bring our two-detector state to one devoid of correlations, independent of the time of interaction or the distance between them or any other parameters of our system. Before continuing we wish to point out, as it will be useful later, that the transformationS is what's known as a passive transformation, due to its orthogonality [49] . Such transformations preserve the expected energy of the state. In fact,S is exactly a 50 : 50 beam splitter [42, 50] , an operation that is easily implemented in laboratory settings. The fact that the transformation takes this form will be useful in gaining insights towards the extractable entanglement, and we will discuss this shortly.
First, we wish to point out that while Eq. (32) is easily seen by the detector-exchange symmetry, this result can also be viewed in what is perhaps a more enlightening manner. Recall that the interaction Hamiltonian between the detectors and field, Eq. (5), is given bŷ
whereq d1 andq d2 are the position quadrature operators of the two detectors. This represents a local coupling between detector-1 andφ(x 1 ), and between detector-2 and φ(x 2 ). Of course because the observablesφ(x 1 ) andφ(x 2 ) are correlated, as witnessed by the non-vanishing correlation function C(x 1 , x 2 ) = 0, the two detectors are able to become correlated despite their individual interactions being local.
On the other hand, we can consider the system under the transformationS, which when applied to the detector-detector phase space results iñ
where the new set of quadrature operators are given bŷ
We will refer to the corresponding modes as the (+)-and (−)-modes. It is with respect to these quadratures that the covariance matrices σ ± are defined via Eq. (4). If we now express the interaction Hamiltonian in this new basis, we see immediately that it iŝ
Again, this represents a pair of local interaction between the (+)-mode withφ + , and between the (−)-mode witĥ φ − . However, unlike betweenφ(x 1 ) andφ(x 2 ), the measurement statistics of the observablesφ + andφ − are completely uncorrelated in the vacuum and in thermal states. This can be seen as a direct consequence of translational invariance: for any pair of observablesÂ andB that satisfy the 1 ↔ 2 exchange symmetry, it is trivially seen that C(Â + ,B − ) = 0, whereÂ
. This includes of course C(φ + ,φ − ) = 0. Thus the (±)-modes necessarily can never become correlated through the evolution, and are entirely dynamically decoupled, as we have seen. If they are initialized in a correlated state then the mutual information between them can never increase above its initial value (we have confirmed this by direct computation). What we have found is that the process of correlation extraction (including entanglement) can be fully described by two dynamically decoupled interactions (each between a field and a single detector), followed by the beam splitter operation Eq. (31). We are thus able to gain a lot of insight by examining the form of these independent interactions along with the correlating capacity of the beam splitter operation. To proceed, let us first examine the interactions thatq + andq − experience. They are coupled to the operatorsφ + andφ − , respectively, which both take the standard form of a modedecomposed field:
whereâ n andâ † n are the same ladder operators as those in Eq. (1) (we are not performing a Bogoliubov transformation) and the "mode functions" are v
Thus, the interactions that the (±)-modes individually experience can be considered as a standard monopolemonopole coupling to a regular field, except that the effective coupling strengths are frequency-and positiondependent (via the cos and sin in the above equations). These interactions will then determine the evolution of the (±)-modes, and their states as a function of time will be represented by the covariance matrices σ ± . This realization can in fact be used to understand the growth of |ν 1 − ν 2 | seen in Fig. (7) , and therefore indirectly the thermal amplification behavior. Furthermore, by examining v (±) n we are accurately able to predict for which parameter choices thermal amplification will be strongest, and for which it will be weakest. To see this, recall that the symplectic eigenvalues of a Gaussian state are symplectically invariant. It therefore follows that the symplectic eigenvalues ν + and ν − of the states σ + and σ − are identified with the original symplectic eigenvalues ν 1 and ν 2 of the detector-detector system. The differences are therefore also equivalent:
Fortunately, the qualitative behavior of |ν + −ν − | is easily predicted by the forms of v (±) n given above. Clearly, if the field state is thermal then we expect the mixedness of the (±)-modes, and thus both ν + and ν − , to increase with temperature T . However, we should also generally expect to find a difference between the two, and this is due to the difference in the magnitudes of cos(k n r/2) and sin(k n r/2) that appear in the effective coupling strengths. The mode that is coupled more strongly to the field will feel a stronger response, and will be affected more by an increase in temperature, than will the more weakly coupled mode.
For example let us consider the window in time t and distance r that we have examined in the above figures. This is well outside the regime at which a single-mode approximation would be valid; we would need to go to much larger values of t. Therefore, roughly speaking, both of the (±)-modes couple equally to a wide range of modes, not taking account of the cos and sin factors. Taking these into account, however, the region of relatively small r that we have examined means that the magnitude of sin(k n r/2) is quite small for the many modes of small frequency k n that are relevant in the evolution. For the same reason, cos(k n r/2) for these modes is quite close to unity. We thus find a significant difference in the values of ν + and ν − , with typically ν + > ν − for the reasons just stated. If the field is hot, this difference in effective coupling is seen more clearly and thus the thermal amplification of correlations follows. Note that for small t and large r the contribution to the + and − should become roughly equivalent, and thus we expect the strength of thermal amplification to generally fall off with distance. If we allow ourselves to look at larger values of t it turns out that with this framework we are able to accurately predict for which values of r the thermal amplification is strongest, and for which it is weakest. So as not to get too off-track, we present this in the appendix A.
Given that we now understand why the difference |ν 1 −ν 2 | = |ν + −ν − | grows with field temperature, we are left with the task of understanding better why the mutual information I, and to a lesser extent the Gaussian discord D, are monotonic with this difference. Fortunately we can use the framework just presented to gain some insight on the matter. The behavior of correlations present in σ (d) of course stem from the correlating properties of the 50 : 50 beam splitterS. For example we can use this fact, along with the well-known entangling properties of beam splitters, to easily explain the entanglement degradation with temperature; this is explained further in the following section. Aside from entanglement, however, there appears to be fairly little information on the beam splitter's ability to generate mutual information and discord in Gaussian states.
Notice that by inverting Eq. (33) we obtain
Clearly if the states of the (±)-modes are the same, σ + = σ − , then the difference in symplectic eigenvalues is zero and the detector-detector state is completely uncorrelated since γ 12 = 0. That is,S takes an uncorrelated pair of identical Gaussian states and outputs exactly the same thing. On the other hand, the larger the difference between σ + and σ − , the larger the correlation matrix γ 12 will be. Of course an increase in this difference does not necessarily correspond to an increase in |ν + − ν − |. However, in our particular scenario the forms that we obtain for σ + and σ − tend to be approximately thermal, σ ± ≈ diag(ν ± , ν ± ), at least for relatively small temperatures of the field. For exactly thermal states, one has exactly γ 12 = diag(ν + − ν − , ν + − ν − )/2, and thus in this case the magnitude of the correlation matrix does directly correspond with the magnitude |ν
This provides the qualitative explanation that we were searching for. Of course the mutual information and discord do not depend purely on γ 12 , and they will both decrease as the overall mixedness of the system is increased. In fact, if we continue with the above approximation of the states σ ± both being exactly thermal, one finds that both I and D are monotonically increasing with |ν + − ν − |, but also monotonically decreasing with ν + +ν − . The extraction of correlations therefore represents a competition between these two quantities. For the Gaussian discord it is seen that the sum ν + + ν − plays a stronger role than in the mutual information. The discord is thus more sensitive to noise (as we have observed) but for small enough field temperatures T (yet still very large) this sensitivity is not enough to overcome the increase in |ν + − ν − | achieved by increasing T .
We can display this in a more quantitative manner by plotting I as a function of the symplectic eigenvalues. Given Eq. (42), we see that the mutual information, Eq. (23) takes the form
where f is the function given by Eq. (21). In the case that σ ± are exactly thermal, and taking into account the identification of {ν + , ν − } with {ν 1 , ν 2 }, this simplifies to
We plot this in Fig. (8) . We see clearly in this figure the increase in I as the difference |ν + − ν − | increases. The corresponding plot for Gaussian discord looks nearly identical to this, except that the functional decrease with ν 1 + ν 2 is more dominant over the increase with |ν 1 − ν 2 |.
D. Entanglement degradation
It is worth noting that with the framework presented above we can immediately explain the degradation of extracted entanglement with temperature, as seen in Fig.  (2) , via the known entangling properties of passive operations, which the 50 : 50 beam splitter represented bỹ S is an example of. This transformation happens to be its own inverse, and thus applying it to the product state σ − ⊕ σ + returns back the detector-detector state, σ (d) . It is known that for passive operations to create entanglement the original state must be "nonclassical", [50] .
What this actually means generically and quantitatively is that an entangling passive operation exists iff the two smallest eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 (not the symplectic eigenvalues) of the original covariance matrix satisfy λ 1 λ 2 < 1 [49] , and furthermore this product is used to provide a maximal amount of entanglement that can be achieved. Thus, if we can understand from the evolution of the (±)-modes how the eigenvalues of σ − ⊕ σ + change with field temperature, then we are able to garner information on the entanglement that can be present in the state σ (d) . Due to σ − ⊕ σ + being a product state, the eigenvalues of this matrix will of course just be the combination of the eigenvalues of the two individual (±)-modes. These are generically of the form ν − e r− , ν − e −r− , ν + e r+ , and ν + e −r+ . Here ν − and ν + are just the symplectic eigenvalues presented above, and the values r − and r + are the single-mode squeezing parameters for each of the two modes [42] . Note that with large enough squeezing it becomes very easy to entangle via passive operations because the two smallest eigenvalues will be ν − e −r− and ν + e −r+ , and they will become very small as r + and r − become large. In our scenario the evolution does provide some amount of squeezing (it must, in order to get any entanglement at all). However, the symplectic eigenvalues ν ± are what generically increase when the field temperature is increased (being directly related to the mixedness of the modes) and thus as field temperature is increased the values of ν ± will quickly overtake the squeezing such that the two smallest eigenvalues no longer satisfy λ 1 λ 2 < 1. Once this inequality is broken, it is no longer possible to obtain any entanglement in σ (d) . It is interesting to note, however, that for the case of a product state (as we have) in which one of the modes is thermal (as we approximately have) then the maximally entangling passive operation is in fact a 50 : 50 beam splitter [49] . In a way then, the field is actually doing the best it possibly can to entangle the detectors. Unfortunately, despite this great effort, thermal fluctuations quickly win the day.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Using the oscillator-detector formalism presented in [28] we have non-perturbatively and exactly solved for the local harvesting of classical and quantum correlations (entanglement, Gaussian discord, and mutual information) from a cavity scalar field. We have furthermore explored the effect that thermal fluctuations in the field will have on the harvesting of these correlations. As expected, the harvested entanglement rapidly decays with the field temperature. Surprisingly, however, both the mutual information as well as the Gaussian discord (a measure of purely quantum correlations) can be greatly increased by increasing the field temperature. Indeed, an improvement of multiple orders of magnitude is possible in this regard.
Although initially surprising, we go on to discuss that this result can be physically understood in several different ways. We have included an explanation of thermal amplification in terms of the field correlation function, as well as speculated on its possible relation to systemenvironment entanglement. Our primary explanation of the phenomenon relies on the translational invariance inherent in the periodic field. By this we are able to explain both the results of thermal degradation of entanglement as well as the thermal amplification of mutual information and discord purely in terms of the correlating capability of the 50 : 50 beam splitting operation. We can furthermore use this to accurately predict for what system parameters thermal amplification will be weakest, and for which it will be strongest. We feel that, independent of its explanatory power that has been demonstrated here, the new perspective that we present on correlation extraction is interesting and worthy of consideration in its own right. This is because in general the evolution of a single detector with a field is much more easily understood intuitively than is the collective behavior of two detectors. The ability to decompose our two-detector scenario into two dynamically decoupled, single-detector systems represents a tool for gaining intuition into harvesting and similar phenomena.
We note that the phenomenon of thermal amplification does not require translational invariance in order to occur. Indeed, we have also observed thermal amplification using a cavity field with mirror boundary conditions, as would be the case in an actual optical cavity. In fact, we propose that thermal amplification may be a rather general phenomenon that can occur in a variety of quantum systems (for example other physical realizations of a collection harmonic oscillators, such as in condensed matter physics). The particular scenario that we have considered here may be just one instance of a much broader phenomenon.
The thermal amplification of discord appears to imply the possibility of non-locally generating what is an appreciable amount of quantum correlations. This is exciting both from the experimental perspective as well as, perhaps, practical discord-based quantum computation. For example, it is known that discord allows the local activation of entanglement with an ancilla system [15] [16] [17] . Interestingly then, even though thermal fluctuations are directly detrimental to entanglement, they may nevertheless be used as an indirect tool for its generation. This may moreover prove useful due to the fact that many of the significant technological hurdles facing quantum computation stem from the necessity to keep one's system very cold. Our results suggest that in a specific scenario one may need not worry about thermal noise in their system, and indeed may even welcome it. Assuming that we are able to fully understand thermal amplification more generally (in all its possible physical realizations) and how to properly utilize the resources that it produces, this may very well give way to a type of "noise-assisted quantum computation". 
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Appendix A: Making predictions
Here we wish to point out that the material discussed in Sects. IV A and IV C can actually be used to make accurate predictions about how strongly we expect to observe the thermal amplifications for varying parameters. Displayed in Fig. (9) is the extracted mutual information as a function of t and r in the case that the field temperature was initiated to be T = 2; all other parameters are as they were in Sect. III. Note that a similar plot of the Gaussian discord looks qualitatively almost identical, but with a somewhat reduced magnitude.
Notice that there is a clear transition at the light cone t = r. In the spacelike region, t < r, we see that there is a minimum at roughly r ≈ 21. This value of r coincides with a local minimum (a zero, in fact) of the magnitude of the correlation function C(r) discussed in Sect. IV A. Inside the light cone, however, when t > r, we see that this no longer plays a strong role. This is simply because for t > r the detectors have come into causal contact, and thus the generation of correlations can also follow from the direct exchange of quanta rather than the harvesting of correlations from the field. Interestingly, the behavior of I and D in the t < r region is qualitatively very similar to the behavior found in the vacuum, but for t > r the behavior is very different (in the case of the vacuum, there is no significant change in behavior across the light cone aside from a visible amplification near t = r due the exchange of real quanta).
In the region of causal contact, t > r, the behavior of I and D is very different from the spacelike region, and it is here that we observe the intensity of thermal amplification following directly from the couplings of the (±)-modes to the field, Eqs. (40, 41) . In this region we are starting to see resonant effects. This means that we expect to see the strongest contribution to the evolution of the detectors coming from the field modes near the resonance frequency |k n | = Ω = 40π/L, with L = 100. For example we notice the bands of strong amplification at distances of r = 0, 5, 10 . . . . From what we have learned in the main text, these should correspond to large differences in the values of the symplectic eigenvalues ν + and ν − . Recalling that the (±)-modes are coupled to different field modes with strengths that go as cos(k n r/2) and sin(k n r/2), we note that r = 0, 5, 10 . . . are exactly the values that satisfy Ωr/2 = mπ for integer values of m, meaning that the coupling of the (±)-modes to the resonant frequency are | cos(Ωr/2)| = 1 and | sin(Ωr/2)| = 0. This maximum difference then leads to a large difference in the symplectic eigenvalues, and thus to a local maximum in the thermal amplification.
We also notice in Fig. (9) that there are local maxima at values of r = 2.5, 7.5, 12.5 . . . ; these of course are the values that satisfy Ωr/2 = mπ/2 and thus give | cos(Ωr/2)| = 0 and | sin(Ωr/2)| = 1. This again translates into a maximum in the difference |ν + − ν − | and thus in thermal amplification. However, why are these maxima much weaker than the others discussed above? This follows from the same reasoning that was discussed in the main text: given the timescale we are observing, we are still far from the single-mode approximation being accurate. There are thus significant contributions coming from the field modes k n of small frequency, and for relatively small r this translates into sin(k n r/2) being very small for most of these modes. Thus, for small t and small r we generically have ν + > ν − . In this regime the maxima of ν − are not able to overcome the minima of ν + , and thus we do not see local maxima in the value of |ν + − ν − |. However, as t increases we should expect these maxima to emerge and become more prominent, and this is indeed what we observe in Fig. (9) . In the large t limit the maxima at r = 2.5, 7.5, 12.5 . . . should be equivalent to those at r = 0, 5, 10 . . . as the single-mode approximation becomes accurate. Furthermore, we see that for large values of r the two sets of maxima become comparable, which is also consistent with our discussion.
